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grade level not in the program for the gifted at Holmes Junior High School in Cedar Falls, Iowa. The 
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book read in the last year, 3) factors influencing fiction reading choices, and 4) hours devoted to reading 
fiction. The questionnaires were returned and the data was tabulated on charts created for each section 
of the instrument. The data was analyzed and conclusions were drawn. The researcher came to the 
following conclusions: in the majority of groups, there was no significant difference in the rank order of 
preference of fiction categories between gifted and non-gifted students; gifted and non-gifted students 
preferred the categories of adventure, mystery, the shocker, and teenage life and problems over other 
categories; gifted and non-gifted students were influenced most by their friends, self-choice, and 
television and movies in their choice of fiction books; and gifted students spend more time reading 
outside of class than non-gifted students. 
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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this paper was to discover the follow-
ing concerning gifted seventh-, eighth-, and ninth-grade 
students: preferred categories of fiction, factors which 
influence fiction reading choices, and the amount of time 
devoted to reading. The professional literature reviewed 
helped in making predictions for the outcome of this study 
and in developing fiction categories used in the survey 
instrument. A questionnaire was distributed to all gifted 
students and a representative number of students at each 
grade level not in the program for the gifted at Holmes 
Junior High School in Cedar Falls, Iowa. The questionnaire was 
divided into the following four sections: 1) ranking of fiction 
categories, 2) favorite book read in the last year, 3) fac-
tors influencing fiction reading choices, and 4) hours devoted 
to reading fiction. The questionnaires were returned and 
the data was tabulated on charts created for each section 
of the instrument. The data was analyzed and conclusions 
were drawn. The researcher came to the following conclu-
sions: in the majority of groups, there was no significant 
difference in the rank order of preference of fiction categories 
between gifted and non-gifted students; gifted and non-gifted 
students preferred the categories of adventure, mystery, the 
shocker, and teenage life and problems over other categories; 
gifted and non-gifted students were influenced most by their 
friends, self-choice, and television and movies in their choice 
of fiction books; and gifted students spend more time reading 
outside of class than non-gifted studentso 
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Intro due tion 
Chapter 1 
THE PROBLEM 
Although gifted students have been recognized by educators 
for many years, research in this area did not begin until 
the early 1900~~~. The first research on the abilities and 
achievements of the gifted was conducted by L. M. Terman at 
Stanford University in the 1920's with 1500 California child-
ren. From his observations, Terman discovered several basic 
characteristics of gifted children. 1 
Around 1950 interest in providing an appropriate education 
for the gifted increased. As a result, more books and articles 
on the education of the gifted were published. Two notable 
books were The Gifted Child Gre>ws Up (1947) by L. M. Terman and 
M. Ogden. and The Gifted Child (1951) by Paul A. Witty. Another 
off-shoot of increased attention given to the education of the 
gifted was the organization of the American Association for 
Gifted Children. But in spite of the increased attention this 
group of children was receiving, provisions of special programs 
2 and services for them were few. 
Recently, the passage of Public Law 94-142, Education for 
All Handicapped Children Act, 1975, which includes a provision 
for gifted children, has led to the development of many special 
1H. Thomas Walker, "Media Services for Gifted Learners," 
School Media Quarterly, 6:254, Summer, 1978. 
2Paul A. Witty, ed., Reading for the Gifted and Creative 
Students (Newark: International Reading Association, 1971), p.2. 
1 
2 
programs for the gifted. Many of these programs have not 
been as successful as educators had hoped because any individual 
program might emphasize one area of giftedness while neg-
lecting another. For example, one program for the gifted might 
concentrate on math and science and devote little attention to 
English, while another might advance the gifted student one 
or two grade levels and ignore the fact that he is not socially 
or emotionally ready for the higher grade level. 
The problems facing educators in developing programs for 
the gifted are not new. In his studies during the 192O's, L. M. 
Terman found that schools failed to offer opportunities for 
gifted children in many areas. One of these areas was reading 
instruction. Terman believed that schools were not succeeding 
in providing challenge and enrichment in the gifted child's 
reading experience. 3 
Today, even though new programs are aiding the gifted, 
there appears to be little which is being done in the area of 
reading guidance. One reason for this might be because 
educators assume that these students do not need help with 
reading. Most gifted students read easily and at an early age; 
few have problems with reading. C. C. Miles, author of "Gifted 
Children" in the Manual of Child Psychology, stated about var-
ious groups of gifted children, "Approximately half of the Cali-
fornia gifted children learned to read before starting to 
3wi tty, -Readi11g for --t-he-~-O±f-te-d····~-t-ive-£-tttdent r op. 
cit., p. 23. 
;_.,\.,'-- . 
t) . ' 
school. In Paul Witty's study 38 percent learned to read 
before the age of five; and in L.M. Terman's study 20 
percent learned to read at this age; six percent before 
three. 114 
Gifted children also have varied reading interests and 
read a great deal. Yet some gifted students tend to read in 
only one area, such as science. To help the gifted child 
develop to his full potential, he needs to be encouraged to 
read diversely and creatively. Paul A. Witty stated that 
reading materials "need to challenge the gifted child's 
abilities, extend his interests, and present context in a 
meaningful way." A balance in reading materials is needed 
to accomplish this goal. 
3 
These ideas are important to the media specialist who 
wants to and should be involved in programs for the gifted. 
One way the media specialist can help is in selecting and 
suggesting appropriate leisure reading materials. But before 
this can be done, the media specialist must learn about the 
existing reading interests of gifted students. 
Purpose of the Study 
The researcher of this study attempted to discover 
specific literary interests of and fiction books read by 
4Paul A. Witty, "A Balanced Reading Program for the Gifted," 
Reading Teacher, 16:418, May, 1963. 
5rbid., p. 419. 
4 
academically gifted students. The researcher also wanted to 
compare some of the reading characteristics of gifted and 
non-gifted students to find differences, if any, in reading 
interests and habits. Academically gifted seventh-, eighth-, 
and ninth-grade students were chosen because of the researcher's 
interest in working as a media specialist at the junior and 
senior high levels. The researcher believes that many lasting 
reading interests and reading habits are formed during this 
period of life. Reading guidance is important so that students 
may be exposed to various types of reading materials which 
might otherwise be overlooked. The outcomes of this study may 
help the media specialist in the reading guidance of gifted 
students. The media specialist may be able to suggest fiction 
books which are geared to the gifted student's interests as well 
as books that may expand interests. This study may also help 
in reading guidance for other students at these grade levels. 
Problem Statement 
To assist gifted students, their reading interests and 
habits must be clarified. In a questionnaire listing various 
categories of fiction, what categories will academically gifted 
seventh-, eighth-, and ninth-grade students indicate they read 
most often? Will there be a difference in the rank order of 
fiction categories between academically gifted students and 
non-gifted students in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades? 
Will there be a difference in the rank order of fiction cate-
gories between gifted girls and non-gifted girls at each grade 
5 
level? Will there be a difference in the rank order of fiction 
categories between gifted boys and non-gifted boys at each 
grade level? Who or what things exert the most influence on 
the fiction reading choices of these students? How much time, 
if any, do academically gifted students spend reading outside 
their regular class time? Will academically gifted students 
indicate they spend more time reading outside of class than 
non-gifted students? This study attempted to answer these 
questions concerning the r~ading interests of academically 
gifted seventh-, eighth-, and ninth-grade students with some 
comparisons with non-gifted students. 
Hypotheses 
1. There will be no significant difference in the rank 
order of preference for fiction categories between all academ-
ically gifted girls and all non-gifted girls in the seventh, 
eighth, and ninth grades. 
A. There will be no significant difference in the 
rank order of preference for fiction categories between 
academically gifted girls and non-gifted girls in the 
seventh grade. 
B. There will be no significant difference in the 
rank order of preference for fiction categories between 
academically gifted girls and non-gifted girls in the 
eighth grade. 
C. There will be no significant difference in the 
rank order of preference for fiction categories between 
academically gifted girls and non-gifted girls in the 
ninth grade. 
6 
2. There will be no significant difference in the rank 
order of preference for fiction categories between all academ-
ically gifted boys and non-gifted boys in the seventh, 
eighth, and ninth grades. 
A. There will be no significant difference in the 
rank order of preference for fiction categories between 
academically gifted boys and non-gifted boys in the 
seventh grade. 
B. There will be no significant difference in the 
rank order of preference for fiction categories between 
academically gifted boys and non-gifted boys in the eighth 
grade. 
C. There will be no significant difference in the 
rank order of preference for fiction categories between 
academically gifted boys and non-gifted boys in the ninth 
grade. 
J. There will be no significant difference in the rank 
order of preference for fiction categories between all academ-
ically gifted students and all non-gifted students in the 
sev-enth, eighth, and ninth grades. 
A. There will be no significant difference in the 
rank order of preference for fiction categories between 
academically gifted students and non-gifted students in 
the seventh grade. 
B. There will be no significant difference in the 
rank order of preference for fiction categories between 
academically gifted students and non-gifted students 
in the eighth grade. 
C. There will be no significant difference in the 
rank order of preference for fiction categories between 
academically gifted students and non-gifted students in 
the ninth grade. 
7 
4. When fiction categories are rank ordered, academically 
gifted students will indicate the categories of teenage life 
and problems, the shocker, and science fiction as their top 
choices. 
5, Fifty-one percent of academically gifted students 
will indicate they are frequently influenced by their peers 
and their teachers in the selection of fiction books. 
6. There will be no difference in the mean number of hours 
devoted to reading outside of class between academically gifted 
students and non-gifted students. 
Significance of the Study 
Although much research has been conducted concerning the 
characteristics of the gif·ted and special academic needs of 
the gifted, little has been done in the area of reading 
guidance. In the 19JO's, Paul A. Witty and Harvey Lehman 
conducted a longitudinal study to determine the reading interests 
of gifted students from the ages of ten through eighteen. They 
8 
found that the reading interests of gifted students were many 
and varied. They also learned that most gifted children were 
avid readers. Few major studies of this nature have been done 
since. 
These studies are needed so educators might learn how to 
provide more or better reading guidance for gifted students. 
Reading guidance, like other academic guidance, is needed to 
help the gifted individual develop to his full potential. 
Elizabeth Drews stated, 
"The beginnings of self-discovery and the 
awareness of what he (the gifted student) might 
become and of ways to bring meaning to the world 
will combine to give each young person a surer 
sense of his own individuality. Education which 
will provide for such self-discovery will be a 
more constructive influence than programs which 
have focused primarily on intellectual learning 
and which have made no effort to help the student 
in the pursuit of meanings. Education must help 
the student fit areas of knowledge together and 
see how he, as an igdividual, can relate to all 
that is about him." 
Exposing the gifted student to various types of literature is 
one way to help him acquire meanings and to relate to the world 
around him. 
Reading guidance is also important because most educators 
assume that gifted students will read diversely and creati~ely 
on their own. This is not always true, They, like many other 
students, may not be aware of the variety of literature 
available, Some gifted students become interested in one 
6Elizabeth Monroe Drews, ~he-Greative Intellectual Style 
In Gifted Adolescents (East Lansing: Michigan State University, 
1965), p. 45. 
9 
specific topic and read about nothing else. This study will 
provide a means of learning the interests of gifted students 
which will help the media specialist suggest appropriate fiction 
materials for them. 
Many times, educators, if they do provide some sort of 
reading guidance, suggest the "classics" or adult fiction to 
gifted students. Gifted students may be intellectually more 
advanced than their peers but they may be still at the same 
social and emotional level. They may not be ready for the 
problems and issues whfurea.haneeco~ered in adult literature. 
They need challenging, quality materials geared toward their 
age level. 7 
Assumptions 
It is assumed that the population of gifted students 
at Holmes Junior High was accurately identified as academically 
gifted. It is assumed that academically gifted students do 
read fiction books. 
Limitations 
This study was limited to academically gifted students 
in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades who are involved in 
the program for the gifted at Holmes Junior High School in 
Cedar Falls, Iowa. The non-gifted students used in this study 
7witty, "A Balanced Reading Program for the Gifted," 
op. cit., p. 4JJ. 
·10 
were limited to one class each of seventh-, eighth-, and ninth-
grade language arts classes at Holmes Junior High. Because the 
study was conducted at only one junior high school, the 
population of gifted and non-gifted students was small. 
The gifted students were limited to academically gifted 
students only. This study did not take into account students 
who are gifted on the basis of outstanding physical, creative. 
or leadership abilities. 
The questions on the questionnaire were limited to 
fiction reading, only. It did not include such non-ficion read-
ing interests as biographies or essays. The categories of 
fiction in the questionnaire may or may not uover all the 
possible fiction reading interests of gifted students. 
Gifted students were given the questionnaire a day before th 
the non-gifted students. Gifted students in the language arts 
classes used for this study did not fill out the questionnaire 
when it was given to their classes. Teachers of the language 
arts classes were asked to make an announcement that students 
who had already completed the questionnaire should not respond 
a second time. 
Definition of Terms 
Several terms needed to be defined for this study. "Academ-
ically gifted students" were defined according to the criteria 
used at Holmes Junior High. Holmes Junior High requires the 
following characteristics for a student to be included in its 
11 
gifted program. The student must: 1) have an I. Q. of 125 o.;:-· 
above, 2) have an Iowa Basic Skills test score composite of 
90 or above, J) be recommended by a majority of his teachers 
as gifted, and 4) want to be in the gifted program. For the 
sake of briefness, these students may also be referred to as 
"gifted". 
"Non-gifted students" were those students who did not 
meet all of the criteria for gifted students given above and 
who are students at Holmes Junior High. 
"Reading interests" were defined as the categories on the 
questionnaire for this study of fiction reading material which 
students indicate they do read. The separate categories of 
fiction reading interests used in the questionnaire are defined 
in the methodology. 
Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
12 
The review of literature concentrated on three major 
areas. Materials were sought on children's reading interests 
in general, on the reading interests of gifted children, and 
on the media specialist's role in helping gifted students 
select reading materials. 
Helen M. Robinson, in Library Trends, summarized and 
discussed some research studies relating to children's read-
ing interests. This section will discuss her findings on 
research in adolescent reading interests. In her report, 
she discussed many techniques used to investigate reading inter-
ests. She also pointed out some limitations in using these 
techniques. One technique she discussed was the use of a 
forced choice questionnarie. A serious limitation existed in 
this method because the child may not be interested in any of 
the choices given but just chooses the best of those given. 
Another technique which she discussed was the use of a chart 
with various types of fiction listed. Opposite each type of 
fiction students checked boxes from "extremely sure not to 
read" to "extremely sureto read." An interest inventory was 
another suggested technique to discover reading interests. 
Still another technique was the use of a scale with varying 
levels of fiction stories. Students checked the stories they 
would be most likely to read. This measured sophistication 
of reading level. Keeping diary records was a method used to 
discover reading interests. Students indicated what they had 
read in a certain time span (one week, two weeks, etc.). 
The limitation in this method of investigation was that it 
required more time and work on the part of the researcher. 8 
13 
Robinson also discussed the results of several research 
studies on adolescent reading interests. One such study was 
that of Paul I. Lyness which was reported in the December, 
1951 issue of the Journal of Educational Psychology~ According 
to Lyness, young people showed an interest in violence and 
adventure, love, private life, and glamor. Another study 
reviewed by Robinson was conducted by Josette Frank and the 
finfilngs were included in the book, Your Child's Reading Today, 
1954. Frank's study found that young people were interested 
in stories with a historical background, about animals, about 
teenage life and careers, about how to do things, about 
science and discovery, and with a biographical background. 
A third study by George Norvel was reported 1950 in The 
Reading Interests of Young People. This study showed interests 
among boys to be adventure, games, school life, mystery, humor, 
animals, and male characters. Girls chose adventure without 
grimness, humor, animals, love, home and family life, male and 
female characters. 9 Robinson discussed still another study 
by Beryl I. Vaughan which was reported in the Journal of 
Developmental Reading, Spring, 1963. In a study of interests 
8ttelen M. Robinson, "Research Related to Children's Interests 




of 134 eighth-grade students, Vaughan asked each one to choose 
book titles representing twelve categories and to list their 
top five choices. Boys ranked mystery, science, invention, 
history and biography, in that order, highest. Least liked 
were fairy tales, novels, and poetrye Girls preferred stories 
of home and school, novels, mystery, fairy tales, and history, 
in that order, as top choices. Least liked were nature, adven-
ture, and invention. "Bright" boys chose adventure and inven-
tion, science and history; "dull" boys preferred detective 
stories, biography, and fairy tales. 10 
Robinson presented a rather sketchy review of research on 
the reading interests of adolescent students. But two aspects 
of her review were useful to this researcher's study. First, 
the studies reviewed by Robinson revealed the limitations of 
various data-gathering techniques which have been used in 
other studies. Second, her review suggested some categories 
of reading interests which were used in the questionnaire for 
this study. 
More recent studies have been conducted concerning the 
reading interests of adolescents. The results of a survey con-
ducted in 1974 by Joana V. McKenzie of California State Univer-
sity was reported in Arizona English Bulletin. McKenzie sent 
letters to the English department chairmen of nine junior 
high schools and ten high schools in California. The letters 
asked for English teachers to poll their students regarding 
lOR b. o inson, 0 p . Cit • , p • 94 . 
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their leisure time reading choices. The population of students 
was from a number of different backgrounds representing most 
ethnic and economic groups. 
The survey was not in checklist form but teachers were 
to ask their students to write down the title of one book which 
they had read as leisure reading during the past school year. 
A total of 11,197 responses were received from grades 7-12. 
The greatest number of responses was received from seventh-
through tenth-grade students because eleventh and twelfth 
graders were not required to take an English class. Responses 
from each grade level were reported on separate charts. This 
population reported 4,923 separate titles. Books with fewer 
than ten responses were not tabulated. McKenzie grouped the 
fifty most popular books into sixteen categ6ries. 11 
The following were some of her findings. Reading inter-
ests ranged from the adolescent novel to mature, well-written 
pieces of serious literature. The popular adult "shocker" led 
the list at all grade levels closely followed by books con-
cerned with mental disorders, incurable illnesses and death, 
and books dealing with drug-related problems. The fifty most 
popular books included thirty-five which were released in a 
film or television version. Only 60 out of 11,197 students 
responding indicated that they do not read. 12 
McKenzie drew the following conclusions and implications. 
11 Joana V. McKenzie, "A Survey of Leisure Time Reading of 
Adole$cents,"Arizona English Bulletin, 18:13, April, 1976. 
12Ibid., pp. lJ-14 
16 
Students at every grade level are reading adult books. Some 
books are read only at the junior high level while others are 
limited to upper high school grades. Teachers must read 
widely both popular adult books and books written for adole-
scents. Many different types of students read many different 
styles and types of books. Every English department should make 
a survey of students every semester. 13 
Another poll of adolescent reading interests has been con-
duc.ted for several years by G. Robert Carlsen of the Uni ver-
si ty of Iowa. In his latest poll, he surveyed 16- to 19-year-
olds in the Iowa City area. He presented approximately JOO 
newly published books to individulized reading classes in 
and around Iowa City. Members of Carlsen's research team met 
individually with the participating readers to explore and 
record their reactions. 14 
Carlsen's 1977 poll revealed some changing tastes in 
young people's reading interests. Interest had waned in 
occult experiences, nostalgic looks at growing up, episodes of 
animals attacking people, narration by elderly protagonists, 
and ordeals with life-threatening illnesses or handicaps. 
Action with violence was still popular. 15 
The most popµlar books of 1977's poll were divided into 
five categories. Adolescent experiences, the first category, 
lJibid., p. 14. 
14 G. Robert Carlsen, "1977 Books for Young Adults Poll," 
English Journal, 67:90, January, 1978. 
15Ibid. 
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portrays teen protagonists dealing effectively with plausible 
problems. The category of adventure and suspense was charact-
erized by violent action. Social issues and concerns dealt 
with the dehumanizing effects of rigid social structures on 
individuals. The sports category consisted mainly of non-
fiction books about sports or sports heroes. The fifth popular 
category was that of biography. These current biographies 
usually represented unusual life-styles which appealed to 
the readers. 16 
In 1977 Juliana Gammon, an English student at the Univer-
sity of Northern Iowa, conducted a survey of English teachers 
and librarians in 35 Iowa junior and senior high schools. The 
enrollment of these schools ranged from 499 and under to 
3,000 and over. These schools were chosen at random from a 
computer print~out from a joint survey conducted by the 
Department of Public Instruction and the Iowa Educational Media 
Association in October of 1976. Seventeen out of thirty-five 
survey instruments from both English teachers and libarians 
were returned resulting in a 48.5 percent rate of return. 17 
The major purpose of Gammon's survey was to find some of 
the current reading interests of Iowa adolescents. The most 
popular types of reading were mystery and science fiction 
followed by historical fiction, romance, and Gothic novels. 
16Ibid., p. 90-95 
17Juliana Gammon, "Adolescent Literature: An Individual 
Study Project" (Cedar Falls, Iowa: University of Northern Iowa, 
1977), p. 1. 
Her survey found some of the most popular topics to be the 
occult and reincarnation, death and violence, homosexuality, 
loneliness, alienation and maturation, and premarital preg-
d l ·t lf. nancy an sexua i y. 
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Gamrr..on also attempted to find answers to other questions 
such as what factors influenced teenage reading, what means 
were used by librarians and English teachers to increase inter-
est in reading, and if an individualized reading program existed 
in the school. 
She found that, in the selection of reading material, 
the strongest motivating force on students was that of their 
peers. Another strong motivating force was that of tele-
vision and movies. Gammon found that librarians most often 
used book displays and the individual approach with students to 
promote books. Most teachers did use it in individualized 
reading classes. Eighty-eight percent of the schools surveyed 
had individualized reading programs. 19 
A more informal survey was conducted in April of 1978 by 
Jane Hoeppner Seeley, media specialist at Peet Junior High in 
Cedar Falls, Iowa. She surveyed students in the seventh, eighth, 
and ninth grades at Peet Junior High. From the responses she 
received, she found the three most popular categories of fiction 
and ten most popular books for each grade level. For the seventh 
l~Ibi'd., -p. 4J. 
1?rbid. 
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grade, the top three categories of fiction were romance, science 
fiction, and adventure. For the eighth grade, the top choices 
were romance, adventure, and science fiction. For the ninth 
grade, the top categories were romance, mystery, and science 
fiction. The favorite book at every grade level was Forever 
by Judy Blume. Other titles in the top ten read at more 
than one grade level were The Outsiders, The Magician, Jaws, 
Where the Red Fern Grows, and Mr. and Mrs. Bojo Jones. 2O 
A second emphasis in the review of literature was fin4ing 
studies which reveal the reading interests of academically 
gifted adolescents. No specific studies were found which dealt 
exclusively with reading interests of academically gifted stu-
dents. A study by Jane Anne Therese Hannigan focused on the 
reading, viewing, and listening characteristics of academically 
gifted students. The main purpose of her study was to describe 
reading characteristics and reading patterns of academically 
talented students during their senior year in high school. A 
second purpose was to describe the nature and extent of the use 
made by students of audio-visual materials. 
The study was conducted with 117 academically talented 
students (65 boys, 52 girls) who were selected by school 
administrators on the basis of academic achievement from twelve 
high schools in the New York metropclitan area that provided 
programs for such students. The sample of schools included 
seven metropolitan high schools and five suburban high schools. 
2O Jane Hoeppner Seeley, "Favorite Books'' (Cedar Falls, 
Iowa: Peet Junior High School, April, 1978). (Mimeographed.) 
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Data for each group of students in the schools were obtained 
in two eight-week time periods during the 1963-64 school year. 
Findings were based on the responses given to the investi-
gators in questionnaires, checklists, diary records, and 
interviews. Additional information for case studies was tape-
. half hour 1·nterview sessions with each recorded during six-one 
student. 
The following are a few areas explored in her study: 
general characteristics of students as readers, general 
reading patterns of students, attitudes toward reading, amount 
of time spent reading for school work, amount of time spent 
in leisure reading, factors influencing the selection of 
materials, reading interests (types of materials and broad 
subject areas), favorite books, favorite authors, magazine and 
newspaper reading, and amount of free reading in relation to 
school work. 
Some of Hannigan's specific findings were that reading 
was of major importance to these students, but they did not 
have as much time as they would like for free reading. Gifted 
students free reading consisted of primarily newspapers and per-
iodicals rather than bo9ks. These students were interested in 
and enthusiastic about contemporary literature. The majority 
of materials used by them were not obtained from the library 
during the sample time period, and of several direct and indirect 
influences that affected students in their selection or reading 
materials, the influence of teachers was most important. 21 
Hannigan's research was important to this study because 
it again suggested some methods of investigation that could 
be used to investigate the reading interest of academically 
gifted students. Her research finding also indicated a 
21 
rea~on for doing such a study. Her findings reported that 
senior high school students have a favorable attitude toward 
reading but do not always have enough time for leisure reading. 
She also reported that when they do have time for leisure 
reading, they often read newspapers and magazines more than 
fiction books. Although her study was conducted with senior 
high students, similar questions were investigated in this 
study with seventh-, eighth-, and ninth-grade students. 
Donald C. Cushenbery wrote in his book, Reading and the 
Gifted Child, A Guide for Teachers, that there is a definite 
need for reading guidance for gifted children. Because gifted 
children complete classroom work quickly and easily, there 
is a need for some type of enrichment activities which will 
further challenge the student. Cushenbery suggested one type 
of enrichment would be to provide the child with reading mater-
ials tljat wo~ld encourage cre~tive and critical reading skills. 
He also said that one outgrowth of a reading program for the 
gifted should be an intense desire by the student to engage 
21 Jane Anne Therese Hannigan, D.I.S. "Reading, Viewing, 
and Listening Activities of Academically Talented Students," 
Dissertation Abstracts International: The Humanities and 
Social Sciences, 33, p. 338, Columbia University, 1969. 
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in leisure time reading. 22 Although he did not state any 
specific interests of gifted children, he did suggest one way 
of finding these interests by a reading interest inventory. 
This inventory asks students to indicate the source of their 
books for free reading, how many books they borrowed in the 
past month, what kinds of books they like to read, what kinds 
of materials are most likely selected for free reading, and 
other interests such as favorite television programs, hobbies, 
and countries and states visited. 23 
Cushenbery suggested probable responses from this inven-
tory although he cited no research to back his generalizations. 
He believed students would secure books from two or more 
sources, students would read a larger~than average number of 
books, students would indicate a wide variety of books on a 
number of subjects, and students would indicate they enjoy 
b th f t . 1 d 1. t· d" t· ·t· 24 o unc iona an eisure ime rea ing ac ivi ies. 
Cushenbery's book was helpful to this study because it 
again stressed the importance of reading guidance for gifted 
students. His reading interest inventory also provided a model 
to be considered in developing the questionnaire for this study. 
A study by Cyril William Woolcock was reported in the May, 
1963, issue of Reading Teacher on reading guidance of gifted 
22Donald C. Cushenbery, Reading and the Gifted (Springfield, 
Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, publisher, 1974), p. 112. 
23Ibid., p. 8. 
24Ibid., p. 9. 
students in a special high school. His study was conducted 
at Hunter College High School in New York, a special school 
for intellectually gifted girls. The girls had a median 
I.Q. of 147 and the minimum I.Q. of the group was lJ0. 
A random sample was selected by using every eighth 
girl in grades nine through twelve. A questionnaire was 
constructed which asked the girls to supply anonymously 
facts about their reading skill. A total of 85 replies were 
received which represented slightly more than ten percent 
of the upper schooi. 25 
23 
The study revealed various kinds of information on these 
gifted students' reading habits, but the section which was 
most relevant to the present study concerned how students select 
books for voluntary reading. A part of the questionnaire 
asked whether students followed the teachers' suggestions, 
followed classmates' or friends' suggestions, were influenced 
by book reviews, used recommended book lists, chose randomly 
from library stocks, or followed parents' suggestions. Woolcock 
found that it was hard to influence their reading selection; 
they were more likely to follow a classmate's 0~_·friend's 
suggestions than those of any other group; they were more likely 
to be influenced in their choice of books by their peers than 
by their teachers, and they were more likely to read books 
recommended by parents than by their teachers. 26 
25cyril William Woolcock, "Guiding the Reading of Superior 
Students in a Special High School," The Reading Teacher, 16: 
449, May, 1963. 
26 Ibid., p. 450. 
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Woolcock's research had implications for this study in 
that his findings reinforced the idea that the media specialist 
needs to become more involved in helping gifted students select 
leisure reading materials. The students in this study were least 
influenced by educators in their reading choices. To become 
involved in reading guidance, the media specialist must learn 
the specific reading interests of academically gifted students. 
This idea led to the third section of the review of 
related literature which was devoted to the importance of the 
media specialist's role in reading guidance. The ultimate goal 
of this research was to discover the reading interests of 
academically gifted students so that the media specialist 
may be better informed of what categories of fiction books 
would be best to suggest to these students. At this point no 
research studies have been published on the media specialist 
and reading guidance for the academically gifted, but several 
writers have expressed their opinions on the importance of this 
type of reading guidance. 
An article by H. Thomas Walker in the Summer 1978 issue 
of School Media Quarterly suggested many ways in which the 
media specialist can be helpful in the education of the gifted 
child. Two ways that pertained to this study were the media 
specialist's selection of appropriate materials for these 
students and the provision of reading guidance which would 
encourage creative, divergent reading. These two objectives 
may help the individual develop to his full potential. To do 
this, Walker said it is extremely important for the media 
specialist to become familiar with the various needs and 
interests of gifted students. 27 
25 
In an article in the September, 1977 issue of Illinois 
Libraries, Joyce Van Tassel stated that the library offers 
three important components in the education of gifted children. 
One of these components was that the library offers a trained 
professional, the librarian, to aid and guide the gifted 
learner in his efforts. Van Tassel said, "Librarians are 
usually guidance oriented and directed toward making those with 
whom they come in contact independent learners. 1128 If the 
media specialist is to guide the student in any area, includ-
ing leisure reading, he needs to be aware of that student's 
interests. 
The articles by Walker and Van Tassel again emphasized 
the importance of the media specialist's involvement in the 
education of the gifted. Both suggested one type of involvement 
should be in reading guidance. Both stated .that learning more 
about the child, not just assuming he will learn and develop 
on his own, will be beneficial in reading guidance. 
Summary 
Helen Robinson's report partially dealt with earlier 
research conducted in the 1950~s and early 1960 1 s on the 
reading interests of all young people. Although this report 
27walker, op. cit., p. 261-262 
28Joyce Van Tassel, "The Role of the Library in Gifted 
Child Education, "Illinois Libraries, 59:499, September, 1977. 
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suggested various methods of investigation, some of the cate-
gories used in the investigation instruments might be somewhat 
out of date for today's young people. Some of the categories 
such as adventure, love stories, animal stories, and mystery 
could still be used. 
Joana McKenzie surveyed California students to find the 
titles of books which were read most often. The titles received 
from the survey were grouped into various categories. G. 
Robert Carlsen conducted a study of the reading interests of 
students in the Iowa City area. The most popular books in 
this survey were also grouped into categories. Juliana Gammon 
surveyed English teachers and librarians in 35 Iowa junior and 
senior high schools to discover the reading interests of 
adolescent students and factors which might influence their 
reading choices. Jane Hoeppner Seeley's informal survey of 
students at Peet Junior High in Cedar Falls, Iowa found four 
main fiction categories and several fiction titles as favo-
rites with students. These four current studies were useful 
in determining categories of fiction reading interests and 
definitions for these categories to be used in the questionnaire 
for the researcher's study. 
A part of the research conducted by Jane 'Hannigan focused 
on the reading interests of academically gifted students in 
their senior year in high school. The abstract did not 
reveal specific reading interests. 
Woolcock's study revealed little about specific reading 
interests, but it did reveal that gifted students were influenced 
very little by teachers or media specialists in their choice 
of leisure reading materials. 
27 
Donald Cushenbery in his book stated there is a definite 
need for reading guidance for gifted students. Reading gui-
dance is needed to promote an increased interest in leisure 
reading and to encourage creative and critical reading skills. 
The articles by Walker and Van Tassel supported Cushenbery's 
ideas but also stated their importance in relation to the role 
of the media specialist. Walker and Van Tassel believe the 
media specialist is an important factor in encouraging creative 
and divergent leisure reading. All three writers believe that 




Students at ~olmes Junior High School in Cedar Falls, Iowa, 
were used for this study because Holmes identifies academically 
gifted students and provides a program for them. In this 
program, gifted students meet with teacher-mentors in small 
c ses before the regular school day begins. The following 
are a few examples of the classes offered: Chinese, Anthropo-
logy/) 
Poetry. 
ology, Greek History, Advanced Reading, Novels, and 
The population consisted of students who had been 
identified as academically gifted by the criteria used at 
Holmes Junior High. All academically gifted students from 
the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades were used. The population 
of non-gifted students consisted of one each of the seventh-, 
eighth-, and ninth-grade language arts classes at Holmes Junior 
High. Table 1 shows the distribution of gifted and non-
gifted students at each grade level. 
The total numbers of gifted students (53) and non-gifted 
students (55) were almost equal. The distribution of students 
within these groups was not equal. The population of gifted 
girls and boys in the eighth grade was nearly same. But 
tn the seventh and n:inth grades the gifted girls outnumbered 
the gifted boys by twice as much or more. For the population 
of non-gifted girls and non-gifted boys the number of students 
was nearly equal for the seventh and eighth grades, although 
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the girls again outnumbered the boys. For the ninth grade, the 
number of girls was almost twice the number of boys. 
Table 1 
Grade Distribution of Gifted 
and Non-Gifted Students 
Grade G. Girls G. Boys Total NG. Girls NG. Boys Total 
··--·-
7 10 5 15 10 8 
8 13 10 23 9 8 
9 11 4 15 13 7 
Total 34 19 53 32 23 
-•-"~---
Data was gathered for this study by the use of a 
questionnaire distributed April 25 and 26, 1979, to academ-
ically gifted students and to one representative non-gifted 
language arts class at each grade level. Students were asked 
to give their grade and sex at the top of the sheet. The 
questionnaire listed twelve categories of fiction and students 
were asked to rank order these categories with 1 indicating 
their favorite category of fiction. The questionnaire also 
asked for the best book the students had read in the past 





much time they spent reading outside of class. (See Appendi~ A.) 
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The definitions for the twelve fiction categories were 
derived from several sources. The following are the defini-








Adventure--lots of action and suspense with charac-
ters involved in dangerous or unusual situations.29 
Mystery--characters try to bind solutions to strange 
or unexplained happenings.3 
Science Fiction--future space exploration, life in 
the future or on ~ther planets, etc.; is based on 
scientific fact.3 
Fantasy--imaginary beings living in imaginary or
3 unreal worlds, e.g., The Hobbit, Watership Down. 2 
The Shocker--intended to horrify or shock tb~ reader, 
e.g., Jaws, The Exorcist, The_Qmen, Carrie.JJ 
Historical Fiction--based on historiQ~l events and 
takes place in a historical setting.J 
Romance--boy-girl relationships.35 
Teenage Life and Problems--juvenile delinquency, 
teenage alcoholism, teenage pregnancy, search for 
identity, etc.3 
29a. Robert Carlsen, ~ooks and thLTeen-Age Reader, A 
Guide for T~achers, Librarians and Parents (New York: A 
National General Company, 1971), p. 35, 49. 
JOibid., p. 49. Jlibid., p. 25, 47. 
32Harry Shaw Dictionary of Literary Terms (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1972), p. 156. 
33McKenzie, op. cit., p. 13. 
34carlsen, Books and the Teen-Age Reader, A Guide for 
Teachers, Librarians and Parents, op. cit., p. 26, 78. 





Death and/or Illness--characters cope with an incur-
able disease, mental illness, or a physical handicap.37 
Animal Stories--realistic stories about animals.38 
Sports Stories--main action involves sports contests.39 
Social Issues and Concerns--minority ra§hts, civil 
rights, treatment of the elderly, etc. 
researcher met with the ass ist3.n t principal at 
Holmes Junior High, Robert C. Tvrdik, to inform him of the 
purpose of this study and to obtain permission to conduct the 
stucly. 
The teacher-mentors involved in the gifted program at 
Eolrnes distributed the questionnaire to the academically 
gifted students. Teachers of the seventh-, eighth-, and ninth-
grade language arts classes distributed the questionnaire to 
one representative non-gifted language arts class at each 
grade level. These teachers were contacted in person to inform 
them of the purpose of the study and to give them oral and 
written instructions for distributing the questionnaire. (See 
Append ix B. ) 
37McKenzie, op. cit., p. 13. 
J8carlsen, Books and the Teen-Age Reader, A Guide for 
Teachers, Librar1.ans and Parents, op. cit., p. ~,6. 
3 9 Ibid • , p • Lj. 5 • 
Lt-Ocarlsen, "1977 Books for Young Adults Poll, 11 op. cit., 
p. 94. 
Chapter 4 
ANAIYSIS OF DATA 
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After all the question..~aires were completed and returned, 
the researcher tabulated the results. First, the responses 
from Section I of the questionnaire dealing with the ranking 
of fiction categories were recorded on several tables. Sepa-
rate tables were used to record rank responses from gifted 
and non-gifted girls at each grade level, gifted and non-
gifted boys at each grade level, and. total gifted and non-
gifted students at each grade level. Each table listed the 
twelve fiction categories on the right and numbers representing 
each student across the top. (See Tables 2 to 25, Appendix C.) 
The ranks given by each student were recorded on the 
appropriate table. The ranks were total~d for each category 
and totals for each category were ranked. Because the cate-
gories were ranked from one to twelve with one being the most 
popular choice, the lowest rank indicated the favorite cate-
gory. Spearman's rank order coefficient was used to find the 
correlation between the groups given in Hypothesis 1 to 3 and 
their respective parts.41 After R was computed, the resulting 
figure was applied to a two-tailed test of correlation for an 
"n" of 12 1md.e_r .025 on the table listing critical values of 
41Helen M. Walker, Elementary Statistical Methods (New 
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969), p. 237. 
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the Spearman test statistic.42 If R fell between --5804 
and +.5804 there was no correlation between the ranking of 
the two groups and the groups were significantly different. 
If R fell outside this range there was a correlation between 
the way the two groups ranked the twelve fiction categories, 
and the groups were not considered significantly different. 
The first hypothesis stated that there would be no 
significant difference in the rank order of preference for 
fiction categories between all academically gifted girls 
and all non-gifted girls in the seventh, eighth, and ninth 
grades. ( See Table 26 . ) 
When the data from Tables 2 and 3 is applied to Spear-
man's rank order coefficient, R equals +.87. This indicates 
that there is a correlation between the way the two groups 
ranked the fiction categories. Thus the first hypothesis is 
not rejected. It is interesting to note that both gifted and 
non-gifted girls as a whole ranked the categories of Adven-
ture and Romance as their first and third choices, except 
that their rankings are reversed. The three least liked 
categories for both groups are Historical Fiction, Animal 
Stories, and Social Issues and Concerns. 
42Roger c. Pfaffenberger and James H. Patterson, Statis-
tical Methods for Business and Economics (Homewood, Illinois: 
Ric hard D . Irw in , 19 7 7 ) , p • 7 2 7 • 
~able 26 
Ranking of Fiction Categories by Gifted 
and Non-Gifted Girls in All Grades 
Category Gifted Non-Gifted d 
A Adventure 1 3 -2 
B Mystery 2 5 -3 
C Sci. Fie. 9 9 0 
D Fantasy f-4,, 6 -2 
E Shocker 6 4 2 
F !-Iis t. Fie. 10 11 -1 
G Romance 3 1 2 
H Teen Life 5 2 3 
I Death 7 7 0 
J Animals 8 8 0 
K Sports 11 10 1 
















Hypothesis lA stated that there would be no significant 
difference in the rank order of preference for fiction cate-
gories between gifted girls and non-gifted girls in the seventh 
grade. (See Table 27.) 
With this group of data, Spearman•s rho equals +.40. 
Hypothesis IA is rejected for this population of students. 
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The widest spread in ranking was that between Mystery and the 
Shocker. The gifted group ranked i'Iystery as their first choice, 
while the non-gifted groLlp ranked it as their eighth choice. 
The Shocker was ranked 10 by the gifted group and ranked 3 
by the non-gifted group. Both groups ranked Social Issues and 
Concerns as 11. 
Table 27 
Ranking of Fiction Categories by Gifted and 
Non-Gifted Girls in the Seventh Grade 
Category Gifted Non-Gifted d 
A Adventure 2 4 -2 
B Mystery 1 8 -7 
C Sci. Fie. 7 9.5 -2.5 
D Fantasy 3 5 -2 
E Shocker 10 3 7 
F Hist. Fie. 9 12 -3 
G Romance 6 2 4 
H Teen Life 5 1 4 
I Death 8 6 2 
J Animals 4 7 -3 
K Sports 12 9.5 2.5 
















Hypothesis lB stated that there would be no significant 
difference in the rank order of preference for fiction cate-
gories between gifted and non-gifted girls in the eighth grade. 
'1'8.ble 28-shows the overall ranks given by the two groups. 
Table 28 
Ranking of Fiction Categories by Gifted and 
Non-Gifted Girls in the Eighth Grade 
Category Gifted Non-Gifted d 
A Adventure 2 1 1 
B Mystery 3.5 2 .. 5 1 
C Sci.. Fie. 8 7 1 
D Fantasy 3.5 6 -2.5 
E Shocker 1 4.5 -J,.5 
F Hist. Fie. 10 9 1 
G Romance 5 2.5 2.5 
H Teen Life 6 4.5 1.5 
I Death 9 10 -1 
J Animals 7 8 -1 
K Sports 11 11 0 
















Spearman•s rho for this population equals +.88 which 
indicates a strong correlation between the two groups. Hypo-
thesis 1B is not rejected. It is interesting to note that both 
groups ranked the categories of Sports Stories and Social 
Issues and. Concerns as 11 and 12 respectively. 
Hypothesis lC stated that there would be no signifi-
cant difference in the rank order of preference for fiction 
categories between gifted and non-gifted girls in the ninth grade. 
Table 29 
Ranking of Ht'iction Categories by Gifted and 
Non-Gifted Girls in the Ninth Grade 
Category Gifted Non-Gifted. d 
A Adventure 3.5 1 .5 ./ 
B Mystery 5 5 0 
C Sci. Fie. 12 10 2 
D Fantasy 7 6 1 
E Shocker 6 4 2 
F Hist. Fie. 8 9 -1 
G Romance 1 1 0 
H Teen Life 2 2 0 
I Death 3.5 7 -3-5 
J Animals 9 8 1 
K Sports 11 12 -1 
















Using the data listed in Table 29, Spearman 1 s rho 
equals +.90 for this group. Because of the strong corre-
lation between these two groups, Hypothesis lC is not 
rejected. Both groups rattked Romance and Teenage Life and 
Problems as the two favorite categories. Both groups also 
ranked Science Fiction, Sports Stories, and Social Issues and 
Concerns as least liked categories, though in a different order 
of preference. 
Hypothesis 2 stated that there would be no significant 
difference in the rank order of preference for fiction 
categories between all academically gifted and all non-
gi.fted boys in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades. (See 
Table 30.) 
The correlation for this group is +.90. Because·or 
the strong correlat1on between the two groups, Hypothesis 2 
is supported. Both gifted and non-gifted boys ranked 
Adventure, Science Fiction, Mystery, The Shocker, and Fan-
tasy as their top choices. The table shows that these ranks 
were almost identical. Both gifted and non-gifted boys 
indicated that Romance and Social Issues and Concerns were 
least liked categories. Gifted boys ra"Ylked Romance as 12, 
while non-gifted boys ranked it as 11. Gifted boys ranked 
Social Issues and Concerns as 11, while non~g ifted boys ranked 
it as 12. The only category which was ranked ·exactly the same 
by both groups was that of Mystery. 
Table 30 
Ranking of Fiction Categories by Gifted and 
Non-Gifted Boys in All Grades 
Category Gifted Non-Gifted d 
A Adventure 1.5 1 .5 
B Mystery 3 3 0 
C Sci. Fie. 1.5 2 c; . .,/ 
D Fantasy 5 4.5 .5 
E Shocker 4 4.5 - .5 
F Hist. Fi.c. 6 10 -4 
G Romance 12 11 1 
H Teen Life 8 6 2 
I Death 10 9 1 
(J Animals 9 7 2 
K Sports 7 8 -1 
















Hypothesis 2A stated that there would be no significant 
difference in the rank order of preference for fiction cate-
gories between gifted and non-gifted boys in the seventh 
grade. (See Table 31.) 
When Spearman•s formula is applied to this population, 
rho equals +.90. As a result, Hypothesis 2A is not rejected. 
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It is interesting to note that gifted and non-gifted seventh-
grade boys chose Adventure and Mystery as their favorite cate-
gories but with the ranks reversed. Both groups chose 
Romance and Social Issues and Concerns as their least liked 
categories and these ranks were also reversed. 
Table Jl 
Ranking of Fiction Categories by Gifted and 
Non-Gifted Boys in the Seventh Grade 
Category Gifted Non-Gifted d 
A Adventure 2 1 1 
B Mystery 1 2 -1 
C Sci. Fie. 3 4 -1 
D Fantasy 5 5 0 
E Shocker 4 3 1 
F Hist. Fie. 6 10 -4 
G Romance 12 11 1 
H Teen Life 8.5 9 - .5 
I Death 10 8 2 
J Animals 7 7 0 
K Sports 8.5 6 2.5 
















Hypothesis 2B stated that there would be no significant 
difference in the rank order of preference for fiction cate-
gories between gifted and non-gifted boys in the eighth grade. 
Table 32 supplies the data to test this hypothesis. 
Table 32 
Ranking of Fiction Categories by Gifted and 
Non-Gifted Boys in the Eighth Grade 
Category Gifted Non-Gifted d 
A Adventure 1.5 2 - .5 
B Mystery 4 3 1 
C Sci. Fie. 3 1 2 
D Fantasy 5 4 1 
E Shocker 1.5 5 -3-5 
F Hist. Fie. 6 9 -3 
G Romance 12 11 1 
B Teen Life 8 • .5 7 1.5 
T Death 10 12 -2 -~ 
J Animals 8 . .5 6 2.5 
K Sports 7 8 -1 















Spearman•s rho equals +.86 ind.icating a strong correla-
tion between the two groups. The results support Hypothesis 2B. 
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There was a slight difference between the top two ranks of these 
groups. Gifted eighth-grade boys ranked Adventure and The Shocker 
as the top two choices; non-gifted boys ranked Science Fiction 
and Adventure as top choices. Both groups ranked Romance, Death, 
and Social Issues as least liked categories but in a different order. 
Hypothesis 2C stated that there would be no significant 
difference in the rank order of preference for fiction categories 
between gifted and non-gifted boys in the ninth grade. (See Table_ 33.) 
Table 33 
Ranking of Fiction Categories by Gifted and 
Non-Gifted Boys in the Ninth Grade 
Category Gifted Non-Gifted d 
A Adventure 4.5 2 2.5 
B Mystery 4.5 5.5 -1 
C Sci. Fie. 2 7 -5 
D Fantasy 3 3 0 
E Shocker 1 5.5 -4.5 
F Hist. Fie. 10 11 -1 
G Romance 11 9 2 
H Teen Life 6 1 5 
I Death 7.5 8 - .5 
J Animals 12 4 8 
K Sports 7.5 10 -2.5 
















Spearman•s rho for this group equals +.43 which indicates 
no correlation between the rankings of the two groups. Hypo-
thesis 2C is rejected. Three categories which contributed most 
to the difference are Science Fiction, Teenage Life, and Animal 
Stories. 
Hypothesis 3 stated that there would be no significant 
difference in the rank order of preference for fiction categories 
between all gifted and all non-gifted students in the seventh, 
eighth, and ninth grades. (See Table 34.) 
Table 34 
Ranking of Fiction Categories by Gifted and 
Non-Gifted Students in All Grades 
Category Gifted Non-Gifted d 
A Adventure 1 1 0 
B Mystery 2 3 -1 
C Sci. Fie. 5 5 0 
D Fantasy 4 6 -2 
E Shocker 3 4 -1 
F Hist. Fie. 10 11 -1 
G Romance 7 7 0 
H Teen Life 6 2 4 
I Death 8 8 0 
J Animals 9 9 0 
K Sports 11 10 1 
















Spearman•s rho equals +.92. Hypothesis 3 is not rejected. 
Both groups ranked Adventure as their top choice and Social 
Issues, Sports Stories, and Historical Fiction as least liked. 
Hypothesis 3A stated that there would be no significant 
difference in the rank order of preference for fiction cate-
gories between all gifted students and all non-gifted students 
in the seventh grade. 
Table 35 
. Ranking 6f P'19tion Categories by Gifted and 
· _Non-Gifted Students in the Seventh Grade 
Category Gifted Non-Gifted d 
A Adventure 2 1 1 
B Mystery 1 3 -2 
C Sci. Fie. 3 9 6 
D Fantasy 4 5 -1 
E ·shocker 7 2 5 
F Hist. Fie. 8 11 -3 
G Romance 9 6 3 
H Teen Life 6 4 2 
I Death 10 8 2 
J Animals 5 7 -2 
K Sports 12 10 2 
















Spearman's rho for this groups equals + .. 64. Hypothesis 
3A is not rejected. For gifted students the top two categories 
were Mystery and Adventure; for non-gifted students the top 
two c~tegories were Adventure and the Shocker. Both groups 
gave Social Issues and Concerns and Sports Stories low 
rankings. 
Hypothesis 3B stated that there would be no significant 
difference in the rank order of preference for fiction 
categories between all academically gifted students and non-
gifted students in the eighth grade. Table 36 displays the 
data for this hypothesis. 
The rho for this population equals +.93 indicating a 
strong correlation between the way the two groups ranked 
the categories. Hypothesis 3B is not rejected. For gifted 
students the top three categories were The Shocker, Adven-
ture, and Mystery in that order. Non-gifted students ranked 
Adventure, Mystery, and Science Fiction, in that order, as 
their favorite choices. Both groups ranked the four least-
liked categories identically .. These categories in the order 
they were ranked (12, 11, 10, 9) were Social Issues and Con-
cerns, Death and/or Illness, Sports Stories, and Historical 
Fiction. Table 36 on the following page displays the data 
to support these findings. 
Table 36 
Ranking of Fiction Categories 9y Gifted and 
Non-Gifted Students in the Eighth Grade 
Category Gifted Non-Gifted d 
A Adventure 2 1 1 
B Mystery 3 2 1 
C Sci. Fie. .5 3 2 
D Fantasy 4 4 • .5 - • .5 
E Shocker ~ l 4 • .5 -3-.5 
F Hist. Fie. 9 9 0 
G Romance 7 6 1 
H Teen Life 6 7 -1 
I Death 11 11 0 
J Animals 8 8 0 
K Sports 10 10 0 
















Hypothesis 3C stated that there would be no significant 
difference in the rank order of preference for fiction cate-
gories between all gifted and all non-gifted ninth-grade 
students. 
When Spearman•s formula was applied to the data in 
Table 37, rho equals +.86 indicating there is a correlation 
between the two groups' rankings. Hypothesis 3C is not 
rejected. The top three categories for both groups were 
Adventure, Romance, and Teenage Life and Problems. 
Table 37 
Ranking of Fiction Categories by Gifted and 
Non-Gifted Students L~ the Ninth Grade 
Category Gifted Non-Gifted d 
A Adventure 1 2 -1 
B Mystery 5 6 -1 
C ~ i. Fie. ~ 8 9 -1 
D Fantasy 7 4 3 
E Shocker 4 5 -1 
F Hist. Fie. 10 10 0 
G Romance 2 l3 -1 
H Teen Life 3 1 2 
I Death 6 7 -1 
J. Animals 12 8 4 
K Sports 9 11 -2 















Hypothesis 4 stated that when fiction categories are rank 
ordered, academically gifted students would indicate the cate-
gories of Teenage Life and Problems, The Shocker, and Science 
Fiction as their top choices. The rankings from Section I 
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of the questionnaire were also used to find the favorite fic-
tion categories of all gifted students at Ho1mes Junior 
High. 
Table 38 shows the categories of Adventure, Mystery, and 
The Shocker, in that order to be top choices for all gifted 
studentse Hypothesis 4 is rejected .. Adventure and Mystery 
were among the top three choices in nearly all of the sub-groups. 
The only group in which one or both of these two categories 
did not appear was that of ninth-grade gifted boys. 
For ninth-grade gifted girls Romance was the number 
one choice which in turn influenced the outcome of the 
overall top choices for gifted ninth graders. Romance 
became number two for all gifted ninth-graders. Science 
Fiction was in the top three choices for gifted boys in the 
seventh, eighth, ninth, and total grades. It also was in the 
top choices for all gifted seventh-graders, but it did not 
appear in the top choices for all gifted students. Teenage Life 
and Problems appeared in the top choices for only one groups, 
gifted ninth-grade girls, and their high rating in the weighted 
rankings placed it among the top three choices for all gifted 
ninth-grade students. 
Hypothesis 5 stated that fifty-one precent of academi-
cally gifted students would indicate they are frequently influ-
enced by their peers and their teachers in the selection of 
fiction books. Section III of the questionnaire asked the 
students to check the three factors which influenced them most 
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and percentage of students who checked each category. 
Table 39 
Percentage of Factors Influencing Fiction 

















































Only 34 percent of the gifted students indicated they are 
affected by a combination of their friends and their teachers 
in their reading choices. Hypothesis 5 is rejected. The two 
factors which influenced gifted students most in their 
reading choices were choosing books on their own and their 
friends. Another large influence was that of television and 
movies. Adults seemed to have very little influence on read-
ing choices. A total of nineteen percent of the gifted stud-
ents indicated they were influenced by the media specialist, 
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teachers, and parents. No prediction was made for non-gifted 
students, but their highest percentages also showed friends 
and self-choice to be strong influences. 
Hypothesis 6 stated that there would be no difference in 
the mean number of hours devoted to reading outside of class 
between academically gifted students and non-gifted students. 
(See Table 40.) 
Table 40 
Amount of Time Spent Reading Fiction Outside of Class 





























































Section IV of the questionnaire asked students for the 
number of hours spent reading fiction books outside of class 
time each week. A difficulty existed in computing the mean 
hours spent reading because each category included two numbers. 
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The researcher resolved this problem by using the top number 
in each category and giving the category of more than 8 an 
arbitrary value of 10. The mean number of hours spent reading 
outside of class by gifted students was 5.93. The mean 
number of hours spent reading outside of class by non-gifted 
students was 3.36. Seventy-three percent of non=gifted stu-
dents spent four or fewer hours reading fiction. Sixty-two 
percent of gifted students indicated that they spent five 
or more hours reading fiction. As a result of these findings, 
Hypothesis 6 is rejected. 
In the gifted~populations only one of the s~ud,11,ts 
checked O hours. This student added a comment that he did not 
read fiction. With the non-gifted population fourteen percent 
of the students checked O hours and an additi.0~1al forty-three 
percent indicated they read 1-2 hours weekly. Forty-four 
percent of the gifted students checked the categories of 5-6 
and 7-8. Thirty-six percent of non-gifted students checked 
3 -_4 and 5-6 • 
Section II of the questionnaire asked for the best book 
the student had read in the past year. There was no provision 
in the hypotheses for this information, but it was interesting 
to note the variety of titles mentioned. (See Tables 41 through 
44.) 
Gifted students listed 46 separate titles,,and non-gifted 
students listed 47 separate titles. There were only two titles 
which were mentioned .more than once _ _hy. g,ifted _students._. '.l1hey 
were The Contender and Watership Down. Titles which were 
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listed more than once by non-gifted students were The Promise, 
~he outsiders, and That Was Then, This Is Now. The Promise 
was the most popular book with non-gifted girls; it was listed 
seven times. For gifted girls, The Promise was listed only once. 
The Contender was the only book listed more than once by gifted 
boys. Books which appeared as favorites with both gifted and 
non-gifted students were The Promise, The Omen, The Amityville 
Horror, Battlestar Galactica, Tarzan, and CalLof- the Wlld .. 
Table 41 
Gifted Girls' Favorite Fiction Titles 
7th 
Rumble Fish 
The Fellowship of the .,Rings 
I 
Mystery of the Haunted Pool 
The Castle of Llys 
Look Through My Window 
I'm Nobody, Who Are You? 
A Wind in the Door 
The Chronicles of Narnia 
8th 
Day of the Drones 




The Moon Spinners 
The Promised Land 
What About Me? 
Watership Down 
A Time· to Love, A Time to Mourn Something for Joey 
Carmen 
Tarzan 




The Sword of Shannara 
Lady Pamela 
Three Blind Mice 
Hard Feelings 
The Promise 
The Circle of Light 
series 









Call of the Wild 
Tales of a Fourth 
Grade Nothing 
The Light in the Forest 
8th 
The Amityville Horror 
.The Omen 
The Deep 
Rifles for Watie 
Between Planets 
Battlestar Galactica 
Splinter of the Mind's Eye 
The Contender 
9th 
One Fat Summer 
The Shining 





Non-Gifted Girls' Favorite Fiction Titles* 
ith 
The Promise 
A Boy Called Hope~ess 





The Promise - - 3 
Cloris and the Creeps 
The Girl Who Owned a City 
The Omen 
Where the Red Fern Grows The Amityville Horror 
Go Ask Alice 
Carrie 
A Place and Time 
Deenie 
Are You There, God? It's 
Me, Margaret 
Gone With the Wind 
9th 
Foul Play 
To Kill a Mocking Bird 
My Name Is Davy, I'm 
an Alcoholic 
The Promise - - 2 
That Was Then, This Is Now 
The Outsiders 
The Dark Is Rising 
Don•t Blame the Children 
The House of Dies Drear 
Summer of Fear 
Are You in the House Alone? 
The Crystal Mouse 
Tisha 
Freaky Friday 




Non-Gifted Boys' Favorite Fiction Titles 
7th 
Hijacked 




Battlestar Galactica Mars 
Robinson Crusoe 
Call of the Wild 
Pro Football Rookie 
Man Eater 
Journey to the Center 
of the Earth 
Mystery of the Lost 
Canyon 





In the Shadow of a 
Rainbow 
Rumble Fish 
The Ou ts ide rs 






The first step in this study was to review the related 
literature. Several studies were found on the reading inter-
ests of adolescent students, but few studies existed onncern-
ing the reading interests of gifted adolescents. More recent 
articles expressed the need for reading guidance for gifted 
students. From the review of literature, the researcher 
developed hypotheses and a questionnaire to be used in this 
study. The questionnaire was used to find fiction reading 
interests, factors influending reading choices, and the amount 
of time spent reading fiction. 
Holmes Junior High School in Cedar Falls, Iowa was 
chosen for this study because it recognizes gifted students 
and provides a program for them. The questionnaire was 
distributed to all gifted students in the gifted porgram at 
Holmes and to one representative:'..·non:,...gifted language arts 
class at each grade level. The questionnaires were returned 
and the responses were tabulated and analyzed. 
The results of this study revealed many interesting 
characteristics of gifted and non-gifted students at Holmes 
Junior High School. First, after the data was tabulated from 
Section I of the questionnaire, the researcher discovered that 
all the findings were in agreement with Hypotheses.l through 
J and their respective parts except for those concerned with 
seventh-grade girls and ninth-grade boys. In these groups 
there was a significant difference in the rank order of 
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preference for fiction categories between academically 
gifted students and non-gifted students. 
This section of the questionnaire also revealed the favo-
rite fiction categories of gifted students. The favorite 
categories for gifted students in all grades were Adventure, 
Mystery, and The Shocker. The favorite categories for indi-
vidual grades varied from these three groups but one or more 
of them appeared as a favorite at all grade levels. These 
findings were similar to Jane Hoeppner Seeley's findings 
with her survey at Peet Junior High School. Top categories 
in her survey were adventure, mystery, and science fiction. 
G. Robert Carlsen of the University of Iowa also found 
adventure to be a popular category. The remaining favorite 
categories in his survey were not popular categories with 
students used in this researcher's study. The Shocker found 
in Joana McKenzie's survey appeared as a popular category 
with various sub-groups in this survey. 
The researcher found from the results of Section III of 
the questionnaire that gifted and non-gifted students were 
influenced most by choosing books on their own and by their 
friends in selecting fiction books. Adults had little influ-
ence on reading choices. Jane Hannigan's study with gifted 
ad·o1escents found the opposite to be true. In her study, 
gifted students were iniluenced most by their teachers. 
This researcher's study also revealed that most gifted 
students do spend more time reading ouside of class than 
non-gifted students. It appeared as though all gifted 
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students read outside their regular class time. Only one 
gifted student checked O hours and he added that he did not 
read fiction. 
From Section II of the questionnaire which asked for 
the favorite fiction book the student had read in the past 
year, the researcher discovered gifted and non-gifted 
students read a wide variety of books. The books ranged from 
science fiction and fantasy to adolescent novels to adventure. 
Current titles, such as The Amityville Horror,,The Promise, 
and Watership Down~,;appe-ared on the list as well as older 
favorites, such as Gone With the Wind, Call of the Wild, and 





Four conclusions were drawn by the researcher upon com-
pletion of this study. First, the researcher believes that 
gifted students have basically the same reading interests as 
non-gifted students. This study revealed that categories of 
fiction which were popular with gifted groups of students 
were also popular with non-gifted students. Many of the 
fiction titles which were f'avorites of' gif'ted students were 
also favorites of pan-gifted students. Differences which did 
occur between the rankings of gifted students and those of 
non-gifted students may have been a result of differences in 
developmental influences or stages of maturation. 
Second, the researcher arrived at the conclusion that 
both gifted and non-gifted students were most influenced in 
their reading choices by choosing books on their own and by 
their friends,. In this study, adults in general, and the 
media specialist, in particular, exerted very little influ-
ence in the choice of books by students. 
A third conclusion drawn by the researcher was that 
gifted students spend more time reading fiction than non-
gifted students. It appears from this study that most gifted 
students enjoy reading and do read in their free time. 
The researcher also concluded that the data gathered 
could have been a bit more accurate had the researcher 
included an extra step in the distribution of the questionnaire. 
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Two problems arose in the tabulation of the data. First, 
in Section I two non-gifted students gave the same rank to 
more than one category. The responses of these students had 
to be eliminated on this section of the questionnaire. 
in Section III five students chose only two influences. 
Second, 
These 
responses were included in the data used for the survey. 
These problems might have been avoided had the researcher 
instructed the teachers who distributed the questionnaires to 
reread the instructions after the students had completed the 
instrument. 
Chapter 7 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
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The researcher believes this study was successful but 
could have been improved in two areas. First, the survey 
could be conducted with a larger population of students and 
could possibly include students from another school system. 
One should not generalize from a small or single sample 
population. Since the students were from one school system 
their choices might have been swayed by curricular offerings 
in their school, ~conomic background, teachers they have 
had, and their influences on each other as a peer group. 
Using a larger population and a more varied group might 
pr.oduce different results or provide more basis for noting 
generalizations or trends. 
Second, i provision should have been made in the 
questionnaire for those students who do not read fiction. It 
was assumed that students read fiction but there may be some 
students who do not. 
Future studies in this area could include or focus on 
non-fiction reading interests to gain a broader knowledge of 
what students like to read, the role of the media specialist 
in providing materials and reading guidance for gifted 
students, or the sources of reading materials that junior 
high schools recommend or use with porgrams for the gifted. 
The researcher believes the experience gained and 
conclusions drawn from this study will be helpful to the 
profession of media specialization. The researcher discovered 
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several characteristics of gifted students which, for the most 
part, agree with similar studies in this area. This may 
provide a starting point for offering reading guidance to 
gifted students. 
The researcher is also convinced that taking a periodic 
survey of reading interests and favorite books is very 
helpful in learning about students. This, too, should be 
beneficial in providing reading guidance and promoting 
reading for all students. 
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.ttppendix §_ 
FICTION READING INTERESTS 
Grade 
Sex 
I. Twelve fiction categories with definitions for each 
are listed below. Read over the entire list first. 
Then rank order them from 1 to 12 with 1 being your 
favorite category and 12 being your least liked category. 
__ A. 
__ B. 
ADVENTURE (lots of action and suspense with characters 
in dangerous or unusual situations) 
MYSTERY (Characters try to find solutions to strange 
or unexplained happenings) 
__ C SCIENCE FICTION (future space exploration, life in 











FANTASY (imaginary beings living in imaginary or 
unreal worlds, e.g., The Hobbit, Watership Down) 
THE SHOCKER (intended to horrify or shock the reader, 
e.g., Jaws, The Exorcist, The Omen, Carrie) 
HISTORICAL FICTION (based on historical events and 
takes place in a historical setting) 
ROMANCE (boy-girl relationships) 
TEENAGE LIFE AND PROBLEMS (juvenile delinquency, 
teenage alcoholism, teenag~ pregnancy, search 
for identity, etc.) 
DEATH AND/OR ILLNESS (characters cope with an incurable 
disease, mental illness, or a physical handicap) 
ANIMAL STORIES (realistic stories about animals) 
SPORTS STORIES (main action involves sports contests) 
SOCIAL ISSUES AND CONCERNS (minority rights, civil 
rights, treatment of the elderly, etc.) 
II. What is the best fiction book you've read in the past year? 
III. People are influence in their reading by different 
things. Check the three things on the following list 




__ picking books on your own 
friends 
:=television or movies 
__ reviews in maga-
zines, newspapeers, etc. 
other 
--(Specify _____ ) 
IV. Approximately how may hours a wee do you spend reading 
fiction books outside of class? (check one) 
__ o 
__ l to 2 
__ 3 to 4 
5 to 6 
~7 to 8 _ 
__ more than 8 
Appendix B'. 
Information for Teachers 
I am working toward a Master of Arts Degree in Library 
Science at U.N.I. After earning my degree, I would like to 
work as a media specialist in a junior or senior high school. 
An important part of my future profession is providing reading 
guidance for students. One step in reading guidance is learning 
what students like to read. Because I also have a strong interest 
in programs for the gifted, I am conducting this survey to 
learn more about junior high gifted students' current, 
reading interests. In order to provide reading guidance for 
all students, I would like to learn in what ways, if any~ the 
reading interests of gifted students differ from other students. 
In distributing the questionnaire to your students, I 
would like you to keep the following points in mind to insure 
the most accurate responses: 
1. Explain to the students that this questionnaire calls 
for responses to fiction reading interests only. Non-fiction 
is excluded. The following definitions may be helpful. Fic-
tion refers to books about people and places that are not:i- ;r-:eal 
and do not exist. A fiction book may be based on real people, 
places, or events but it is not a true story. Non-fiction refers 
to books about real people and places. A non-fiction book 
is a true story .. 
2. You may help students with diEections given on the 
questionnaire or words they do not understand, but do not 
try to explain the fiction categories for them. 
a. Emphasize that they are to rank order the categories. 
b. Emphasize that they are to check three in Section III. 
J. If gifted students are in your language arts class, 
tell them not to fill out the questionnaire a second time. 
4. After the questionnaires have been completed and 
returned, fasten them together with a paper clip and write 
the name of the class at the top of the first questionnaire 
or on a slip of paper. This is so I will be able to distin-
guish between the responses of gifted and non=gifted students. 




Total Rankings of Fiction Categories by 
Gifted Girls at Each Grade Level 
Category 7 8 9 Total 
A Adventure 37 54 49 136 
B Mystery 33 58 55 137 
C Sci. Fie. 65 96 108 258 
D Fantasy 51 58 65 170 
E Shocker 79 47 57 182 
F Hist. Fie. 74 111 98 273 
G Romance 61 59 28 146 
H Teen Life 58 80 41 177 
I Death 67 101 49 216 
J Animals 55 88 101 235 
K Sports 104 126 104 323 
















Total Rankings of Fiction Categories by 
Non-Gifted Girls at Each Grade Level 
Category 7 8. 9 Total 
A Adventure 49 36 56 141 
B Mystery 63 37 68 168 
C Sci. Fie. 93 65 121 279 
D Fantasy 54 48 70 172 
E Shocker 48 46 65 159 
F Hist. Fie. 110 74 120 J04 
G Romance 29 37 39 105 
H Teen Life 27 46 42 115 
I Death 55 78 71 204 
J Animals 61 70 111 242 
K Sports 93 80 126 299 
















A Adventure 3 
B Mystery 6 
C Sci. Fie. 1 
D Fantasy 2 
E Shocker 12 
F Hist. Fie. 4 
G Romance 7 
H Teen Life 8 
I Death 10 
J Animals 5 
K Sports 9 
L Soc. Issues 11 
Table 4 
Individual Rankings of Fiction Categories by 
Gifted Girls in the Seventh Grade 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
4 2 3 5 5 3 2 9 1 
1 3 2 1 4 2 3 6 5 
10 7 8 3 8 11'.. 8 5 4 
5 6 1 6 11 1 7 10 2 
9 9 9 2 9 5 12 4 8 
7 4 7 11 7 4 11 8 11 
3 5 11 8 6 6 4 2 9 
2 10 5 4 1 9 9 3 7 
8 8 6 7 2 8 1 11 6 
6 1 4 12 10 7 6 1 3 
11 11 12 10 12 12 5 12 10 













104 12 V\ 
96 11 
Category 1 
A Adventure 6 
B Mystery 7 
C Sci. Fie. 10 
D Fantasy 8 
E Shocker 5 
F Hist. Fie. 12 
G Romance 2 
H Teen Life 1 
I Death 3 
J Animals 4 
K Sports 9 
L Soc. Issues 11 
Table 5 
Individual Rankings of Fiction Categories by 
Non-Gifted Girls in the Seventh Grade 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 · 9 10 Total_ Rank 
8 2 6 5 5 5 6 3 3 49 4 
7 10 7 8 9 2 4 4 5 63 8 
11 6 9 12 10 6 7 10 12 93 9,5 
3 4 4 7 6 7 5 2 8 54 5 
2 5 10 4 J 1 3 6 9 48 J 
10 11 11 11 12 12 12 9 10 110 12 
1 12 1 2 2 4 2 1 2 29 2 
5 1 2 1 4 3 1 8 1 27 1 
6 9 3 3 1 11 8 7 4 55 6 
4 3 5 6 8 10 9 5 7 61 7 
9 7 12 8 11 9 11 11 6 93 9.5 






C Sci. Fie. 
D Fantasy 
E Shocker 
F Hist. Fie. 
G Romance 




L Soc. Issues 
Table 6 
Individual Rankings of Fiction Categories by 
Gifted Girls in the Eighth Grade 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Total 
4 3 3 2 4 3 5 1 6 3 6 6 8 54 
7 4 4 3 5 4 6 6 3 2 2 3 9 58 
11 9 8 10 11 1 7 2 12 4 9 1 11 96 
5 1 6 7 2 5 4 3 7 5 5 4 4 58 
1 2 10 1 6 9 ) 5 2 1 4 2 1 47 
2 8 5 11 10 10 11 9 10 7 10 8 10 111 
3 5 1 8 3 6 1 7 1 9 3 9 3 59 
8 7 9 5 1 7 2 12 4 12 1 10 2 80 
9 10 7 9 8 8 12 8 5 6 11 7 1 101 
6 6 2 6 7 2 10 4 8 8 8 12 9 88 
10 11 12 4 9 11 9 10 11 10 7 11 11 126 
















A Adventure 2 
B Mystery 1 
C Sci. Fie. 5 
D Fantasy J 
E Shocker 6 
F Hist. Fie. 4 
G Romance 7 
H Teen Life 12 
I Death 8 
J Animals 10 
K Sports 11 
L Soc. Issues 9 
Table 7 
Individual Rankings of Fiction Categories by 
Non-Gifted Girls in the Eighth Grade 
2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 
2 5 3 4 8 4 J 5 
3 4 2 5 10 6 2 4 
8 11 8 12 1 8 5 7 
6 6 4 9 2 5 4 9 
5 3 9 2 9 1 1 10 -
12 12 10 10 5 9 6 6 
1 1 5 1 12 2 7 1 
4 2 1 ) 11 J 8 2 
9 7 11 8 7 10 10 8 
10 9 6 6 6 11 9 J 
7 10 7 7 J 12 12 11 


















C Sci. Fie. 
D Fantasy 
E Shocker 
F Hist. Fie. 
G Romance 




L Soc. Issues 
Table 8 
Individual Rankings of Fiction Categories by 
Gifted Girls in the Ninth Grade 
1 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
2 J 9 2 6 5 4 4 6 3 5 
3 2 7 4 4 9 5 7 2 4 8 
11 12 12 10 12 7 12 11 12 6 3 
6 7 5 11 9 2 9 6 4 5 1 
1 6 4 8 5 1 1 9 1 9 12 
8 11 8 3 10 11 7 10 9 12 9 
4 4 2 1 J 4 4 1 3 1 2 
7 5 1 5 l J 2 2 7 2 6 
5 1 J 6 2 6 6 J 5 8 4 
10 8 10 12 8 12 10 5 8 11 7 
9 9 11 9 7 8 11 12 10 7 11 


















C Sci. Fie. 
D Fantasy 
E Shocker 
F Hist. Fie. 
G Romance 




L Soc. Issues 
Table 9 
Individual Rankings of Fiction Categories by 
Non-Gifted Girls in the Ninth Grade 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Total Rank 
6 4 7 4 5 2 1 6 5 3 1 6 6 56 3 
5 7 6 8 2 5 4 5 6 2 3 10 5 68 5 
11 10 8 9 11 12 10 9 9 7 6 7 12 121 10 
1 1 3 7 10 9 7 2 4 8 9 2 7 70 6 
9 8 5 5 1 6 2 4 10 4 7 1 3 65 4 
10 6 12 12 12 1 12 10 12 1 10 12 10 120 9 
2 2 2 3 6 3 3 3 2 5 2 5 1 39 1 
3 5 1 1 3 4 5 1 1 9 4 3 2 42 2-
4 11 4 2 4 7 6 11 3 6 5 4 4 171 7 
8 9 9 6 7 11 8 7 7 11 11 9 8 111 8 
12 12 10 10 9 10 9 8 8 10 8 11 9 126 12 




Total Rankings of Fiction Categories by 
Gifted Boys at Each Grade Level 
Category 7 8 9 Total 
A Adventure 21 30 29 80 
B Mystery 29 35 4b. 104 
C Sci. Fie. 42 17 43 102 
D Fantasy 43 39 32 114 
E Shocker 33 41 40 114 ,. 
F Hist. Fie. 71 64 61 196 
G Romance 72 73 54 199 
H Teen Life 67 60 17 144 
I Death 58 75 51 184 
J Animals 50 59 38 147 
K Sports 44 61 60 165 
















Total Rankings of Fiction Categories by 
Non-Gifted Boys at Each Grade Level 
Category 7 8 9 Total 
A Adventure 12 35 16 63 
B Mystery 10 40 16 66 
C Sci. Fie. 13 36 14 63 
D Fantasy 31 43 15 89 
E Shocker .. 25,. 35 13 . 73 
F Hist. Fie. 32 62 37 131 
G Romance 49 100 39 188 
H Teen Life 43 84 28 155 
I Death 44 94 29 167 
J Animals 40 84 40 164 
K Sports 43 65 29 137 
















A Adventure 2 
B Mystery 1 
C Sci. Fie. 3 
D Fantasy 4 
E Shocker ~ 12 
F Hist. Fie. 5 
G Romance 11 
H Teen Life 10 
I Death 8 
J Animals 7 
K Sports 6 
L Soc. Issues 9 
Table 12 
Individual Rankings of Fiction Categories by 
Gifted Boys in the Seventh Grade 
2 J 4 5 
2 3 3 2 
1 1 2 5 
4 2 1 3 
8 11 4 4 
3 4 5 1 
7 6 8 6 
11 9 7 11 
10 8 6 9 
9 7 12 8 
5 10 11 7 
12 5 10 10 

















A Adventure 4 
B Mystery 2 
C Sci. Fie. J 
D Fantasy 5 
E Shocker 1 
F Hist. Fie. 11 
G Romance 9 
H Teen Life 8 
I Death 6 
J Animals 7 
K Sports 10 
L Soc. Issues 12 
Table 13 
Individual Rankings of. Fict-ion Categories by 
Non-Gifted Boys in the Seventh Grade 
2 J 4 5 6 7 8 
J 2 1 4 2 3 2 
1 6 2 6 4 5 3 
4 1 5 10 1 7 11 
6 3 6 3 5 11 4 
2 5 9 2 6 2 6 
11 7 7 7 8, 10 10 
9 10 12 11 10 4 7 
7 9 8 9 11 6 9 
8 8' 3 8 9 8 8 
10 11 4 5 J 9 1 
5 4 11 1 7 1 5 













44 6 +=" 
94 12 
Category 1 
A Adventure 6 
B Mystery 5 
C Sci. Fie. 3 
D Fantasy 2 
E Shocker 1 
F Hist. Fie. 11 
G Romance 4 
H Teen Life 7 
I Death 9 
J Animals 10 
K Sports 8 
L Soc. Issues 12 
Table 14 
Individual Rantings of_Fiction Ca!egories by 
Gifted Boys in the Eighth Grade 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
.. 
4 5 4 2 2 3 2 4 3 
1 4 3 3 5 3 2 5 9 
10 1 1 1 4 1 7 1 7 
3 6 5 4 3 5 5 2 8 
5 2 2 9 7 4 1 J 1 
6 3 6 7 1 6 8 10 4 
11 7 12 10 9 12 12 11 12 
7 8' 11; 8 11 10 4 8 10 
8 ~ 9 10 11 10 9 10 7 11 
12 10 7 5 12 8 9 5 6 
2 11 8 6 6 7 6 6 5 













65 7 \..n 
95 11 
Category 1 
A Adventure 3 
B Mystery 10 
C Sci. Fie. 2 
D Fantasy 1 
E Shocker 12 
F Hist. Fie. 11 
G Romance 9 
H Teen Life 8 
I Death 7 
J Animals 4 
K Sports 6 
L Soc. Issues .5 
Table 15 
Individual Rankings of Fiction Categories by 
Non-Gifted Boys in the Eighth Grade 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
5 1 2 3 1 4 11 
2 2 5 2 2 3 9 
1 3 1 4 4 1 1 
7 4 3 12 3 2 7 
3 .5 4 1 5 .5 6 
4 6 11 11 6 7 8 
10 12 8 5 8 9 12 
9 11 6 7 9 6 4 
11 10 9 8 12 8 10 
6 9 7 10 7 11 5 
8 7 10 6 11 10 3 













61 8 0\ 
70 10 
Category 1 
A Adventure 4 
B Mystery 5 
C Sci. Fie. J 
D Fantasy 1 
E Shocker 7 
F Hist. Fie. 11 
G Romance 8 
H Teen Life 2 
I Death 9 
J Animals 10 
K Sports 6 
L Soc. Issues 12 
Table 16 
Individual Rankings of Fiction Categories by 
Gifted Boys in the Ninth Grade 
2 3 4 
J 5 4 
4 4 3 
5 1 5 
2 2 10 
1 3 2 
11 7 8 
8 11 12 
7 12 7 
6 8 6 
10 9 11 
12 10 1 

















A Adventure 6 
B Mystery 9 
C Sci. Fie. 8 
D Fantasy 5 
E Shocker 7 
F Hist. Fie. 12 
G Romance 10 
H Teen Life 4 
I Death 3 
J Animals 1 
K Sports 2 
L Soc. Issues 11 
Table 17 
Individual Rankings of Fiction Categories by 
Non-Gifted Boys in the Ninth Grade 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 2 4 8 2 3 
3 5 7 9 3 4 
9 4 10 5 5 2 
6 3 5 4 4 5 
7 6 3 10 6 1 
11 10 9 3 8 8 
8 8 88 2 7 11 
2 1 2 1 1 6 
10 7 6 6 9 10 
1 9 1 7 10 9 
5 11 11 12 12 7 

















TotaL.Rankings_o:f Fiction Categories by All 
- Gi:fted . S~udents at Each Grade L_evel 
Category 7 8 9 Total 
A Adventure 49 B9 6-5 203 
B Mystery 43 98 71 212 
C Sci. Fie. 78 132 122 332 
D Fantasy 82 101 80 263 
E Shocker 104 82 70 256 
,• 
F Hist. Fie. 106 173 135 414 
G Romance t10 159 67 336 
H Teen Life 101 164 69 334 
I Death 111 195 78 384 
J Animals 95 172 141 408 
K Sports 147 191 133 471 















Total Rankings of Fiction Categories by All 
Nm:1.,~G-if'ted; Students ,at Each· Grade Level. . 
Category 7 8 9 Total 
A Adventure 70 66 8.5 221 
B Mystery 92 72 108 272 
C Sci. Fie. 13.5 82 164 381 
D Fantasy 97 87 102 286 
E Shocker 81 87 10.5 273 
F Hist. Fie. 181 138 181 .500 
G Romance 101 110 93 304 
H Teen Life 94 106 59 259 
I Death 113 153 122 388 
J Animals 111 129 149 389 
K Sports 137 141 186 464 
















Total Rankings of Fiction Categories by 
Gifted Students in the Seventh Grade 
Category Girls Boys Total" 
A Adventure 37 12 49 
B Mystery 3) 10 43 
C Sci. Fie. 65 13 78 
D Fantasy 51 )1 82 
E Shocker 7~ 25 104 
F Hist. Fie. 74 32 106 
G Romance 61 49 110 
H Teen Life 58 43 101 
I Death 67 44 111 
J Animals 55 40 95 
K Sports 104 43 147 

















Total Rankings of Fiction Categories by Non-
Gifted Students in the Seventh Grade 
Category Girls Boys Total 
A Adventure 49 21 70 
B Mystery 63 29 92 
C Sci. Fie. 93 42 135 
D Fantasy 54 43 97 
E Shocker 48- 33 81 
F Hist. Fie. 110 71 181 
G Romance 29 72 101 
H Teen Life 27 67 94 
I Death 55 58 113 
J Animals 61 50 111 
K Sports 93 44 137 















Total Rankings of Fiction Categories by 
Gifted Students in the Eighth Grade 
Categpry Girls Boys Total 
A Adventure 54 35 89 
B Mystery 58 40 98 
C Sci. Fie. 96 36 132 
D Fantasy 58 43 101 
E Shocker 47 35 82 
F Hist. Fie. 111 62 173 
G Romance 59 100 159 
H Teen Life 80 84 164 
I Death 101 94 195 
J Animals 88 84 172 
K Sports 126 65 191 

















Total Rankings ·of Fiction Categories by Non-
Gifted Students in the Eighth Grade 
Category Girls Boys Total 
A Adventure J6 JO 66 
B Mystery 37 35 72 
C Sci. Fie. 65 17 82 
D Fantasy 48 39 87 
E Shocker 46 41 87 .• 
F Hist. Fie. 74 64 138 
G Romance 37 73 110 
H Teen Life 46 60 106 
I Death 78 75 153 
J Animals 70 59 129 
K Sports 80 61 141 















Total Rankings of Fiction Categories by 
Gifted Students in the Ninth Grade 
Category Girls Boys Total 
A Adventure 49 16 65 
B Mystery 55 16 71 
C Sci. Fie. 108 14 122 
D Fantasy 65 15 80 
E Shocker 57 13 70 
F Hist. Fie. 98 37 135 
G Romance 28 39 67 
H Teen Life 41 28 69 
I Death 49 29 78 
J Animals 101 40 141 
K Sports 104 29 133 

















Total Rankings of Fiction Categories by Non-
Gifted Students in the Ninth Grade 
Category Girls Boys Total Rank 
A Adventure 56 29 85 2 
B Mystery 68 40 108 6 
C Sci. Fie. 121 43 164 9 
D Fantasy 70 32 102 4 
E Shocker 63 40 105 5 
F Hist. Fie. 120 61 181 10 
G Romance 39 54 93 3 
H Teen Life 42 17 59 1 
I Death 71 51 122 7 
J Animals 111 38 149 8 
K Sports 126 60 186 11 
L Soc. Issues 125 81 206 12 
